
I've had a slight leak from my radiator for months. The low coolant light comes on, I shove a pint of coolant in, sorted for a 
couple of months. However, during a recent trip to Nottingham, we stopped at the services on the M1 and, on returning to 

the car, found a pint or so running across the car park. On the way home, the red warning light came on every time we 
drove up a hill! Time to fix it!

I had a phone round and exchange rads were coming out at £175. (nothing on eBay at the time) so I messaged our resident 
miracle worker, Ade1122, who sold me a used aluminium rad for £30 including postage. Result.

I looked up Johno's excellent "How To" on changing the ES9J4 rad and basically followed his guidance. However, there 
are a few differences between the two engines, plus mine is an auto. I thought I would do a quick update covering these 

differences plus any other wrinkles I came across. This is not the full story, you need to start with the existing guide.

1/ Pipework.

My existing rad had two pipes clipped to it. Pull them out of the clips and stuff them behind the dipstick!

Then pull the clips off ready to reinstall on the new rad.

2/ Access.

As well as removing the airbox, you will need to pull off the engine cover to gain access to the two bleed points on the 
thermostat housing ( you can get at them by only undoing the flexible pipe from the back of the airbox but removing the 

whole thing makes getting the hoses off easier later.)

3/ Draining

Try as I might I couldn't find any drain plug on the front of the block. Either there isn't one on the "S" engine or I am blind 
and/or incompetent. Answers on a postcard.

4/ Hoses

The auto rad has an extra hose coming off at right angles to the other two. This takes water to the oil cooler on top of the 
autobox. 



The spring clip is very awkward to get to so I disconnected the top hose at the radiator end rather than the block end. It 
was to get at this small hose that the airbox needed to come out.

The other thing I did was to unclip the air inlet pipe ( the famous "Gilles Sock") and move it to the left to enable the clip to 
be moved along the hose. The stub on the rad is about two inches long so it needs to move quite a way.



If you're wondering what that tool is I'm using to undo the hose clip, it's this thing I bought years ago for just this purpose. 
It's a bit long but does the business!

5/ Old Rad

This is the offending item. You can see it's in a bit of a state. You can also see the stub for the gearbox cooling hose 
sticking out of the bottom hose connection.



Here are a couple of pics of the side you can't normally see. There were two patches that were blocked with crud (which 
can cause corrosion), plus some damage to the fins.



6/ Cleaning up.

The space between the main and aircon rads can get gunged up by leaves, mud, dead flies etc. Give it a good flush out and 
wipe down before fitting the new rad.

7/ Refitting



When fitting and connecting the new rad, don't forget to align the spring hose clips in a more accessible way, in case it all 
has to come out again!

8/ Refilling 

I didn't have a 2 litre bottle as used by Johno so I cut up an old 5 ltr screenwash container. The neck was a tight fit in the 
expansion tank filler. I put a bit of tape round it and it worked quite well.



When filling, I found it best to leave the airbox off so I could get to the two bleed points more easily.

9/ Running

I ran the engine through two fan cycles as per the main "How To" adjusting the throttle cable sleeve to give the right rpm. 
Air was bubbling out almost all the time. When the fan cycles were finished, I had a container half full of steaming hot 

water!! How do you pull that off without getting scalded and making an appalling mess, Johno??

I waited until it had cooled off a bit then used an old plastic bottle to draw off most of the liquid, to be saved for topping 
up. If you squeeze the bottle, stick the end in the blue stuff and let go, it'll suck it up a treat!

10/ Don't Panic, Mr Mainwaring!!

I did have one nervous minute when coolant was dripping off the bottom of the bumper. All the connections were OK and 
the drain and bleed screws were tight so where was it coming from? Turned out the container on top of the header tank had 
become a bit dislodged and was leaking round the neck. The liquid was running down into the bumper and dripping down 

right where it looked like I had a leak. A quick realignment and problem solved.

** Original guide here: http://www.406coupeclub.org/PHPBB3/viewtopic.php?f=45&t=4479&p=424929 **


